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he rising threats in Iraq, Syria, and Ukraine have led to growing sentiment for
American-led response to the increasing specter of transnational terrorists
controlling large swaths of territory and dictators redrawing national
boundaries at will. The U.S. military is already involved again in Iraq, and in the
face of potentially larger re-commitments to theater, Army and Marine Corps
leaders are working tirelessly to plan the long-term sustainment for the current
fleet of tactical ground platforms while still pursuing the needed investments in
systems of the future. A working motto might be, “Long-term plans are necessary,
but world events don’t always wait.”
In the September issue of Armor & Mobility, we delve into the world of
tactical ground vehicle systems enhancement to meet evolving requirements
for global threat response readiness. Reporting on the state of Army planning
for ground vehicle fleet sustainment and future fighting vehicle fleet evolution,
A&M offers readers a perspective from the Honorable Ms. Heidi Shyu, Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology (ASA/AL&T),
who spoke to an audience at this year’s Ground Vehicle Systems Engineering
Technology Symposium (GVSETS) in Novi, MI.
From overarching programs strategy to individual system enhancements,
this issue takes a look at ongoing upgrades to two battle-tested platforms:
Stryker and Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicle. Advances in
integrated networking and lethality are keeping Stryker relevant and ready. As
platform redeployment from Afghanistan continues, we also cover a joint effort
currently underway to reset and refurbish some of DoD’s MRAP multi-variant
platforms. The addition of power-actuated doors for better egress assurance and
blast-protected seating, along with re-standardization to meet original and postdeployment requirements specifications, are at the heart of reset for this heavy
tactical asset.
Looking ahead, A&M provides readers with a report on the state of the
competition for the next-generation ground tactical platform, the Joint Light
Tactical Vehicle, or JLTV, which will eventually replace a significant number
of Humvees. With less than one calendar year remaining until slated Low Rate
Initial Production contract award, the JLTV program is entering the critical
Limited User Test phase, putting those soldiers and Marines, for whom the
vehicle is being fielded, behind the wheel.
Be sure not to miss a look at the state of the Army’s Nett Warrior program
and current mission and programs focus from the Program Executive Office for
Combat Support and Combat Service Support. In a special to A&M from Marine
Corps Systems Command, readers can also get insight into the amphibious
variant of a successful joint USMC and Army command and control program,
along with the latest in ballistic-resistant combat helmet design.
As always, we look forward to your comments and thanks for the continued
readership, enjoy!
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Stryker Upgrades Networking the SBCT

proven endurance,
Enhanced Network Assurance

After providing a “one-two” punch of survivability
and tactical mobility to the field in Afghanistan and
Iraq, the Army’s combat-proven Stryker vehicle is
now getting a high-speed network upgrade.
By Amy Walker and Nancy Jones-Bonbrest, PEO C3T

P

reviously relying on the line-of-sight, radio-based
Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS) for
communications, select Strykers are now being equipped
for the first time with the satellite-based network communications
capabilities of Warfighter Network Information-Tactical (WIN-T)
Increment 2 and Blue Force Tracking (BFT) 2.
“Conflicts over the last decade and the complexities of the future
operational environment make it clear that our forces need reliable,
robust network communications capabilities as they maneuver in
battle,” said Major General Daniel P. Hughes, program executive
officer for Command, Control, and Communications-Tactical,
which fields the Army’s tactical network. “Equipping Strykers with
high-speed, high-capacity network communications is a natural and
needed step in Army modernization.”

Managing the Distance

Stryker brigade combat teams (SBCTs) conduct rapid operations
across great distances, in all types of terrain and across the spectrum
of conflict. These new satellite-based networks outfit the Stryker with
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advanced communications capabilities, near real-time situational
awareness, and faster position location information, allowing
SBCTs to send and receive the data they need on the move from
geographically separated locations.
The two capabilities complement one another across a
BCT, with WIN-T Increment 2 providing the on the move
communications network backbone down to the company level
to support mission command and advanced communications
capabilities and the BFT 2 network enabling situational awareness
of friendly forces and digital command and control down to the
platoon and squad levels. Even though some echelons may not be
connected to the WIN-T network, having both capabilities enables
the entire BCT to stay connected and operationally informed.
WIN-T Increment 2 is a key piece of the Army’s effort to
network Stryker formations. It enables deployed soldiers operating
in remote and challenging terrain to maintain voice, video, and
data communications while on patrol, with connectivity rivaling
that found in a stationary command post. From inside their
WIN-T Increment 2-equipped vehicles, soldiers and commanders
can provide and receive real-time situational awareness
information across the BCT utilizing on-board mission command
systems, Voice over Internet Protocol phone calls, full feature chat,
and other collaborative enterprise capabilities. They can exchange
critical information and send and receive orders from anywhere on
the battlefield.
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“Integrating WIN-T Increment 2 into the Stryker will enable
SBCTs to stay connected and informed across great distances and
on the move, just as other units employ these capabilities today,”
said Lieutenant Colonel LaMont Hall, product manager for WIN-T
Increment 2. “It will increase the ability of these units to send and
receive critical situational awareness with the rest of the force over an
extended range of operations.”

Assimilating Network and Platform

Stryker integration with WIN-T Increment 2 is already underway. The
WIN-T Increment 2 Developmental Test 2 conducted at White Sands
Missile Range (WSMR), N.M., in June 2014 provided the opportunity
for technical verification of three WIN-T Increment 2-equipped
Stryker variants in advance of the WIN-T Increment 2 Follow-on
Operational Test and Evaluation 2. This operational test is scheduled
to take place during the Army’s Network Integration Evaluation (NIE)
15.1 in October/November at WSMR and Fort Bliss, TX, and will
include a full battalion of Stryker vehicles. Lessons learned from those
assessments will inform continued Capability Set fieldings to Stryker
BCTs.
Prior to the Stryker integration, WIN-T Increment 2 has mainly
been integrated onto variants of the Mine Resistant Ambush
Protected vehicle fleet for use in Afghanistan. However, several
WIN-T Increment 2 elements have also been integrated on High
Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle platforms to meet the needs
of units with unique transport requirements.
The Stryker network upgrades also include equipping vehicles
with BFT 2. The BFT 2 network is used with the Army’s current and
future situational awareness capability Force XXI Battle Command
Brigade-and-Below (FBCB2), which is upgrading in two steps: Joint
Capabilities Release (JCR) and Joint Battle Command-Platform
(JBC-P). The JCR and JBC-P systems provide mounted mission
command, friendly force tracking, and situational awareness
capabilities.
For the past 13 years of war, soldiers have used FBCB2, and now
JCR, to monitor blue and red icons on a computer screen inside
their vehicles to locate and identify teammates, coordinate attacks,
and prevent fratricide. They can also map out improvised explosive
devices and enemy locations with red icons on the same computerized
topographical map, which then alerts other friendly units nearby.
“BFT 2 untethers us from the line-of-sight network, so anyplace
we have a formation, we’re able to actively receive communications,”
said Major Dan Galvan, 2nd SBCT/2nd Infantry Division brigade
engineer. “This allows the brigade or battalion commanders to make
on-time decisions and move forces more quickly to concentrate
combat power.”

a satellite-based system. It extends the network far beyond what we
could normally do in an EPLRS environment.”
With this recent delivery of JCR/BFT 2 to the 2/2 and 3/2, there
are five remaining SBCTs to upgrade by the end of FY 15 or early FY
16. The Army will continue fielding the BFT 2 network to all Stryker
units, retiring EPLRS as an FBCB2/JBC-P network mechanism by
2017. Then, starting in late FY 15 in accordance with the Army’s
prioritization strategy, the Army will begin upgrading four EPLRSbased armored BCTs with JCR/BFT 2.
“Networking Stryker and armored formations will significantly
improve the Army’s versatility to adapt to different missions with
rapid and robust communications,” said Lieutenant Colonel Michael
Olmstead, product manager for JBC-P. “These upgrades represent a
significant advancement in how we conduct mission command across
the force.”
More info: peoc3t.army.mil
Lead art: These Stryker vehicles at Fort Bliss, TX, were integrated with Warfighter
Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T) Increment 2 in preparation for Network
Integration Evaluation 15.1 this fall, which will include a full battalion of Stryker
vehicles. WIN-T Increment 2 adds mobility to the Army’s tactical communications
network, providing key situational awareness, communication, and mission
command capabilities on-the-move down to the company level. (Army)
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Looking Ahead

The BFT 2 conversion began in March with the 2nd SBCT/2nd
Infantry Division and 3rd SBCT/2nd Infantry Division, both based
at Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM), WA. This fielding is part of
the Army’s larger Capability Set (CS) fielding effort that includes
an integrated communications package previously only available to
infantry BCTs.
“With the traditional FM radio or EPLRS, it requires a unit to go
out and establish a retransmission location,” Galvan said. “With BFT
2, we still will push out a [retransmission], but we’re not as tied to that,
and we can still fight, operate, and make timely decisions because it’s
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Stryker Upgrades 30mm Turret

The Stryker readies for additional firepower
By Christian Sheehy, A&M Editor

T

he U.S. Army’s Stryker brigade combat team (SBCT)
formation was designed to provide the infantry-based unit
with a common vehicle in 10 different configurations. The
combination of the varying configurations would enable the
SBCT formation to conduct and support many different types
of operations.
The original SBCT formations included a Mobile Gun
System (MGS)—a Stryker vehicle mounted with a 105mm
cannon. Due to challenges with the development and fielding of
the MGS, SBCT formations have been missing a critical direct
fire and fire support capability.
There are options to fill this gap. The development and
fielding of Stryker with a 30mm remote weapons station
(RWS) may fill the void created by the absence of MGS and
enhance the ability of the SBCTs to operate today and on future
battlefields.
The inclusion of the enhanced RWS will enable the
development of either an MGS replacement or significantly
increase the organic firepower on the Stryker Infantry Carrier
Vehicles (ICVs). Should this or a similar enhanced RWS be
fielded, the SBCT formation would be better aligned with
its original operational concept and further demonstrate the
flexibility of the platform.

Modular Evolution

From the perspective of evolution, the Stryker ICV variant
currently employs an M151 RWS that allows the employment
of up to an M2/.50 caliber weapon. Hence, evaluating the
concept of moving up to a 30mm weapon and operating it
remotely (from a protected position within the vehicle, without
unnecessary exposure) is a logical evolutionary development.
A 30mm RWS technology demonstrator developed by
Kongsberg—called the Medium Caliber Remote Weapon
Station, or MCRWS—has been integrated onto a Stryker ICV.
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(Kongsberg)

FILLING THE LETHALITY GAP

The system has been in development for approximately five
years and is the product of a joint effort by Kongsberg Protech
Systems, ATK, and Meggitt Defense Systems.
The MCRWS is a different weapon station from the current
M151 RWS on Stryker and the M153 Common Remotely
Operated Weapons Station (CROWS). It does, however, share
a great deal of commonality with that system, in hardware,
software, and the man-machine Interface. Perhaps most
importantly, from a user perspective operation of the MCRWS
is very similar to the current fielded systems and it also supports
the transport of the nine-man infantry squad.
The MCRWS was recently demonstrated at Fort Benning,
GA. At this demonstration, the 30mm cannon engaged targets
with precision at up to the physical limitations or the range,
approximately 1,500 meters. The cannon used in the MCRWS
technology demonstrator uses ammunition that is already in the
Army inventory.

Outlook

“The addition of the 30mm RWS would enhance the firepower
capability of the SBCT, thus supporting its operational capability
in any environment,” said a former Project Manager for the
Stryker.
“Furthermore, the SBCT is a mobile Infantry unit, and as
such, its main Stryker platform is the ICV. The addition of a
30mm RWS is not intended to transform the ICV for ‘offensive’
employment, but rather would provide the ICV and the Stryker
formations with increased stand-off and more lethal fires to
support maneuvering infantry.”
The SBCTs and Kongsberg have learned a great deal via
the roll out and sustainment of both M151 RWS and M153
CROWS. The lessons learned are incorporated in the design
of MCRWS and include operational commonalty and similarity
between the two RWS systems.
Though early in the development process, the Army is
looking at the potential afforded by the 30mm RWS upgrade,
but they have not yet made a decision.
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MRAP:
RESETTING FOR
SUSTAINED SUCCESS
The U.S. Army and Marine Corps are sharing
responsibility for returning DoD’s heaviest, most
rapidly-fielded tactical wheeled vehicle back to
standard operating readiness.
By Kevin Hunter, A&M Editor

I

n 2007, Joint Project Office Mine Resistant Ambush
Protected (MRAP) was created to produce and rapidly field
as many of these survivable tactical ground vehicles as fast
as possible, which resulted in 23 production decisions and over
27,000 MRAPs. Since the introduction of the first MRAP in
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2007—one of the DoD’s
largest and most expedited acquisition programs—lessons
learned from subsequent testing and several years of combat,
in addition to new available technologies, have identified areas
for improvement in the largely successful, multi-variant vehicle
program. As it turned out, these behemoths on wheels were an
effective answer to the deadly challenges U.S. forces were facing
in Iraq and later in Afghanistan.
Though one of DoD’s great success stories—MRAPs
significantly reduced deaths from Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs) and other ballistic threats—the vehicles were rapidly
fielded after limited testing and with available technologies,
leaving various design aspects less than optimized, as would
later be discovered through concurrent testing and in-theater
user experience.
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With the wind down of Operation
Enduring Freedom and paced withdrawal of
equipment back to the U.S., the MRAP was
slated by both the Army and Marine Corps
to begin a sustained period of reset through
depot maintenance to return the vehicles
to fully operational condition and standard
configuration.
The Army conducted detailed analyses of
COL Jason T. Craft
projected user requirements, vehicle mission Project Manager, APO MRAP
roles, vehicle logistics commonality, and
sustainment costs with the goal of balancing risk, capabilities, and
affordability across its long-term MRAP fleet. “We chose to retain
an enduring requirement of 8,585 MRAP vehicles composed of
three platforms: 5,651 MRAP-All-terrain Vehicles (M-ATVs), 2,633
MaxxPro Dashes, and 301 MaxxPro Long Wheelbase Ambulances,”
said Colonel Jason T. Craft, Project Manager, Army Project Office
MRAP. “Most of these vehicles saw extensive use in Iraq and
Afghanistan and must go through reset before being permanently
fielded to units and locations around the world.”
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Essentially both upgrades
provide an increase in occupant
survivability to the Cougar MRAP
vehicle.
After having originally set their MRAP vehicle requirements
at a total of 1,231, the USMC recently decided to increase its
MRAP f leet to 2,510 total, in order to meet current Marine
Forces Central Command requirements. This decision may
ref lect both the MRAP’s valued protection capabilities as well
as an effort to efficiently use stagnant or shrinking budgets.
Vehicles are returning from Afghanistan for reset to the
two Marine Corps Depots (Barstow, CA, and Albany, GA). In
addition, Red River Army Depot will be resetting some USMC
MRAP vehicles. The USMC’s goal is to reset the f leet utilizing
supplemental Overseas Contingency Operation funding before
it expires in 2017.
“The USMC has decided that it only has an enduring
requirement for three MRAP variants: Cougar, Buffalo, and
M-ATV,” said Tom Miller, Marine Corps’ Program Manager
for MRAP at Program Executive Office Land Systems.
“The USMC has been designated as the Primary Inventory
Control Authority (PICA) for the Cougar variant, which are
also being retained by the Navy and Air Force. One of the
challenges for the USMC is bringing the vehicles back from
theater and getting them reset to a fully operational condition
and standard configuration, in order to support USMC
requirements going forward.”

The Process

Army Project Office (APO) MRAP is tasked with resetting the
Army’s enduring f leet and standardizing its three platforms to
approved final vehicle configurations, including eight distinct
variants. Reset operations began in August 2013 and are
projected to be complete by September 2016. In coordination
with Army Material Command and private industry partners,
the MRAP f leet will undergo complete reset operations at
four locations in the U.S., to including facilities operated by
Navistar Defense and Oshkosh Defense, as well as Leghorn
Army Depot in Livorno, Italy.
“The USMC standard for reset of MRAP vehicles is called
Inspect and Repair Only As Necessary (IROAN), through
which the depots completely strip down and then rebuild
vehicles, repairing or replacing any components that are
broken or defective, and installing any modification kits that
are missing,” said Miller. “As the reset goes forward at the
depots, and is managed by USMC Logistics Command, the PM
acts as the customer representative, writing the statement of
work for IROAN and inspecting and accepting vehicles upon
completion.” The IROAN standard is somewhat less extensive
than a full depot overhaul, which saves money. Miller said that
the result of IROAN is that each vehicle comes out “Condition
Code A” and up to the full standard configuration.
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Top: An Mk 2 series blast seat,
cousin to the seat going into Cougar
II, has fit and function with minor
design variations. (Jankel) Bottom:
The impulse load path through an
old Cougar CAT I A1 seat configuration side by side with the load path
through the new seat system. The
impulse effect on occupants is
greatly reduced. (GDLS)

APO MRAP’s objective is to reset these vehicles to the Army’s
10/20 standard with approved configuration upgrades, thus
standardizing the configurations across Engineering Change
Proposals (ECPs) and survivability upgrades implemented in
theater; the finished platforms are then returned to various
locations. Examples of an ECP include spare tire carrier, battery
box mod kit, safety placard, interior grab handle, muffler, and
exhaust patch kit.
The USMC will approach the issue similarly. “Due to the
intrusive nature of many ECPs and upgrades, we will conduct reset
and standardization simultaneously, saving significant time and
money,” said Miller. “We also expect that this approach will realize
savings to both schedule and labor costs given the public-private
partnership that exists between the government and its industry
partners.”

Upgrades to Seats and Doors

As part of the overall reset effort, the Marine Corps awarded
General Dynamics Land Systems-Force Protection (GDLS-FP) two
contracts: one for development of a Seat Survivability Upgrade
(SSU) modification, which is replacing the occupant seating in
the Category II (6x6) Cougar vehicles with significantly improved
blast resistant seats, and the other for egress modifications, which
will replace the doors on Category I (4x4) and II Cougars with new
ones with hydraulic assists, allowing occupants to more easily and
safely exit the vehicles in the event of a blast event or rollover. Both
upgrades will be installed at the depots as part of the standard
configuration reset process.
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From top to bottom:
Renderings of the Parker
door actuation system;
the lightweight, powerdense electro-hydraulic
actuator; and the door
assembly, rear step, and
exhaust upgrades to the
Cougar MRAP. (GDLS)

“The USMC is responsible for the Seat Survivability
Upgrade (SSU) and will replace all seating in the Cougar CAT
II variant with more capable blast resistant seats, made by
Jankel Corporation under subcontract with GDLS,” said Jim
Williamson, Assistant Program Manager (PM) for the USMC’s
MRAP International Programs. “For the egress upgrade,
vehicle doors will be replaced with better protected, powerassist technology. Also, a redesigned interior layout, including
relocation of electronic components, will gain operating space
for the vehicle occupants, optimizing modularity using lessons
learned from previous blast testing.”
Essentially both upgrades provide an increase in occupant
survivability to the Cougar MRAP vehicle. “The SSU provides
a substantial increase in occupant blast survivability through
the optimized integration of energy attenuating (EA) seats,”
said Kevin Ferraro, PM MRAP , General Dynamics Force
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Protection, a division of GDLS. “EA seats
by themselves can provide an increase in
performance, but to truly optimize the
system you have to thoroughly understand
the vehicle structure response during a
variety of blast events.”
Using data collected during operations,
development testing, and advanced
modeling and simulation, the GDLS team
Jim Williamson
Assistant PM, USMC MRAP
developed a seat mounting solution in
International Programs
accord with a specifically designed EA seat
to maximize the occupant survivability.
“We did this by using a high fidelity model, correlated to
empirical data, to simulate the structure response during a
multitude of scenarios,” said Ferraro. “We looked at specific
areas of the structure and selected mounting location and type
based on providing the minimum impulse possible into the EA
seat structure. We also spent a considerable amount of effort in
collecting test data on multiple drop towers on a multitude of
different seats to determine which seat would provide the best
performance.”
GDLS’ partner for the Cougar MRAP seat-survivability
project is Jankel Tactical Systems of Duncan, S.C., a global
leader in design, testing, and mass manufacturing of light
vehicles and survivability solutions.
Over the years, Jankel has developed a still-evolving
family of products labeled BLASTech Seating with a number
of key features. They include an optimized attenuation
system, automatic weight adjustment, a reset function which
accommodates the secondary “slam down” event during a
blast, and ease-of-mounting capability. The seats can be readily
integrated into numerous protected platforms.
“They’ve met the challenge of appropriate threat levels
for survivability as well as the environmental, structural, and
mobility requirements called out by various engineering, milspec, and [Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards],” said Jim
Cooney, director of business development at Jankel.
The company thoroughly models seat-belt pull tests, seat
pan designs, and seat weight reductions while strengthening
the overall structure, and their specialists conduct simulated
drop/sled tests as part of the validation process for the seat’s
mitigation system and administer critical failure point analysis.
“Combine this with other modifications to the Cougar interior
layout and we are able to provide a significant increase in
occupant survivability,” said Ferraro.
For improved egress, GDLS designed modifications knowing
that they would be installed in a variety of different Cougar
configurations, including vehicles that would have incorporated
the new SSU kits. This design ensures that regardless of the
Cougar configuration, the egress modifications can be installed
efficiently and will perform as intended across the fleet. There
are three primary modifications associated with the upgrade:
• New driver’s and co-driver’s door assemblies
• New rear door assembly and rear step
• New exhaust system
The front door assemblies and the rear door assemblies share
common hardware and both incorporate an electro-hydraulic
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Marines load into an MRAP All-Terrain Vehicle for a training exercise. (USMC)

actuator (EHA) system that can fully open or close a door
in five seconds in any orientation and in any environmental
condition. All of the doors can be actuated 20 times even when
disconnected from vehicle power, which ensures performance
in post-event scenarios.
The door system includes a number of other enhancements,
such as improvements in human factors, force protection,
situational awareness, and safety. Even minor improvements,
for instance the elimination of snag points on the interior of
the door, make it safer to exit the vehicle.
“The rear step assembly allows for improved egress out
of the rear of the vehicle and folds up to avoid contact with
obstacles during cross-country maneuvers,” said Ferraro. “It
is lightweight, but is designed to take the dynamic loading of
a 95th percentile male with full combat gear and it can also be
disconnected and stowed quickly using quick-release pins.” As
with SSU, GDLS used high-fidelity modeling and simulation to
develop solutions against a variety of potential threats.
The Oildyne Division of Parker Hannifin Corporation has
been involved in a number of MRAP door actuation system
(DAS) programs, such as the M-ATV and Cougar.
“In every case the competing technologies of hydraulics,
pneumatics and electromechanical actuators were evaluated
with the selection criteria being warfighter safety, power
density, durability, weight, and cost effectiveness,” said Van
E. Mancuso, the division’s general manager. “In every area,
hydraulics topped the list. An added bonus is that Oildyne
makes a self-contained hydraulic system; there are no hoses or
fittings needed.”
According to Mancuso, potential leak points were
eliminated and serviceability was reduced to minutes with the
EHA compared to hours for a traditional hydraulic system.
The elimination of the need for high pressure accumulators
mounted in the cab was also viewed as an important feature.
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“Each door is independent; it has its own controller, EHA,
and power supply,” said Mancuso. “So if the vehicle is on its
side or one of the doors is damaged the others will continue to
operate. The doors will operate even if the vehicle is inverted
or submerged. There is also a manual release feature which
allows the operator to manually open the door should there be
an event causing a power failure.”
The current Cougar configuration routes the exhaust
system over the top of the co-driver door, which in some
rollover situations can cause the exhaust assembly to shift and
prevent the door from opening. GDLS looked at a number of
potential solutions, including a frangible exhaust system, but
eventually settled on a simple and cost-effective re-routing of
the exhaust assembly to under the co-driver door.
“This isn’t just limited to upgrades like lighter modular
armor packages that can scale to different threat levels, but
includes improved situational awareness and reduced crew
fatigue,” said Ferraro. “As occupant-centric protection is the
primary focus of the MRAP vehicle, we will also work with our
customers to determine how modifications and upgrades to
the Cougar platform may help improve mission f lexibility and
allow for an expanded role into operations that may not have
equipment with a suitable enough level of protection.”

We know that the armed forces is
all about readiness, preparedness,
and organization. That’s why we
created a product line to help
ensure that your weapons, tactical
gear, and other munitions stay
secure and organized.
The Argos line of weapons
storage products offers a uniquely
interchangeable and completely
customizable system for storing
your weapons and gear. Hinged
and bi-fold door cabinets as well
as open racks are available, and
you can choose from brackets,
shelves, posts, cradles, and hooks
to customize your unit.

Want to learn more?
Give us a call at 855.8.WEAPON
or visit us on the web at
argosweaponstorage.com.

datumstorage.com | 800.828.8018
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Vehicle Procurement JLTV

Gearing up to begin Limited User Testing (LUT)
involving warfighter participation, the JLTV
program continues to progress through an
intensive, 14-month test portion of a 33-month
Engineering, Manufacturing, and Development
(EMD) phase.
By Christian Sheehy, A&M Editor

T

he Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) is due to fill a key gap
between today’s fleets of High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicles (HMMWVs), better known as the Humvees, and the
larger, less mobile Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicles,
providing a critical balance of payload, performance, and protection.
The JLTV Family of Vehicles (FoV) is designed to support military
operations across the spectrum by restoring light tactical mobility
and ensuring commanders no longer have to choose between payload,
mobility, or protection regardless of enemy, terrain, and environmental
conditions.
JLTV will also address challenges in maintainability, connectivity,
and performance as it provides major operational improvements in
protected mobility, network connectivity, fuel efficiency, and reliability,
along with the growth potential to meet future mission requirements.
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The BRV-O by AM General,
one of three vehicle designs in
competition to represent DoD’s
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle.

“The Army is fielding JLTV specifically because of today’s
unpredictable, dynamic, and full-spectrum environments,” noted
Colonel John Cavedo, Jr., the JLTV Joint Program Office Project
Manager. “Warfare and soldiers’ needs have changed, as recent
conflicts blurred ‘front lines’ and ‘rear areas’ and illustrated the
need for a protected mobility solution that substantially improves
protection without sacrificing payload, performance, and
maneuverability.
“The draft Request for Proposals (RFPs) for initial production
have been released, and we anticipate releasing the final RFPs
in FY15, leading to source selection evaluation in the second
and third quarters of FY 15,” said Cavedo. Overall, the JLTV
program remains on track for a Milestone C and Low Rate Initial
Production (LRIP) award decision in the fourth quarter of FY 15.
Cavedo anticipates awarding the LRIP contract in FY 15, with
the first vehicles being delivered in early FY 16. “At present, our
plans have the first Army unit equipped in FY 18. It is important
to note that as fieldings begin, the LRIP phase itself will also
include a substantial amount of additional testing lasting into FY
18,” he added.
Army procurement will last until approximately 2040 and
replace a significant portion of the Army’s legacy light tactical
vehicle fleet with 49,099 new vehicles across four mission package
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Vehicle Procurement JLTV

The Army and Marine Corps conducted helicopter sling load transportability tests during the Technology Development phase. (Army)

configurations:
General Purpose
(GP), Heavy Guns
Carrier (HGC),
Close Combat
Weapons Carrier
(CCWC), and a
utility vehicle.
The Marine
COL John Cavedo, Jr.
Corps’
purchases of
U.S. Army
Project Manager, JLTV Joint
5,500
vehicles
are
Program Office
front-loaded into the
plan, and their fielding is scheduled to be
completed in FY 22.
“We are on track to reach Milestone C
in 2015 and initial operational capability
in 2018,” Lieutenant General Kenneth
Glueck, Jr., Commander, U.S. Marine
Corps Combat Development Command,
told A&M in July. “You have to remember
JLTV is in development to meet a critical
long-term need and is subject to the
full development processes, unlike the
urgently needed and rapidly fielded MRAP
[program]. We are working closely with
our Army partners on the JLTV and
together have set rotary wing and maritime
prepositioning force amphibious lift
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transport as defining system boundaries,”
Glueck added.
The Marine Corps’ approach to JLTV is
an incremental acquisition. The objective
for Increment I is 5,500 vehicles to meet
the most critical need in the light combat
mission roles. “By replacing a portion of
our HMMWV fleet, the JLTV will help
to preserve the MAGTF’s expeditionary
nature and provide a modern level of
protected mobility,” Glueck said.

The Competition
AM General

AM General’s Blast Resistant Vehicle-Off
Road (BRV-O) prototype is presently being
refurbished in preparation for LUT, which is
scheduled to run from September through
November 2014. Part of BRV-O packaging
is built-in commonality with various crew
cabin systems for compatible operability
with existing and legacy applications as well
as fully integrated situational awareness
and on-demand access to critical diagnostic
information. Vehicle design includes
advanced suspension, transmission, and
powertrain systems and a modular cabin

that provides considerable interior space for
mission equipment.
The BRV-O has accumulated over
300,000 operational test miles to date
on all major chassis components. “Our
22 prototype vehicles have performed as
expected through reliability, availability,
[and] maintainability (RAM) testing,
meeting all government requirements
… heading into the LUT phase,” said
Chris Vanslager, Project Manager JLTV,
AM General. “The vehicle design was
purposefully made to be adaptable to all
current and future DoD missions, to include
emerging threats and the technologies that
will address these threats,” said Vanslager.
The BRV-O offers command and
control capabilities by way of an integrated
backbone using open-standard architecture
and clustered computing power that enable
the crew to access all required applications.
A lightweight, high-performance engine,
6-speed transmission, self-leveling
suspension system, electronic braking,
and stability control are integrated into
a modular design which is compatible
with many mechanical parts used in AM
General’s HMMWV platform.
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“As [AM General is an] experienced
tactical wheeled vehicle supplier to the U.S.
military, BRV-O users will definitely see
and feel the aspects of the platform that
separate it from the competition,” Vanslager
noted. “The entire platform package is
backed up by proven program management
capabilities, design, engineering and
manufacturing expertise, and scalable
production facilities as well as technical
training and parts availability on a global
scale.”
From a mobility and survivability
standpoint, BRV-O’s crew cabin design has
successfully passed ballistic and blast testing
with battle-tested, modular equipment that
is readily replaced on mission, reducing the
time and cost associated with depot-level

repairs. Chassis design for both two-door
and four-door BRV-O variants is one
hundred percent the same. “The front half
of the hull is exactly the same, with at least
75 percent commonality between variants,”
Vanslager emphasized. “We used a kitted,
bolted hull design without individual welds,
meaning that no special tools or skills are
required in the manufacturing or upgrade
and repair of the vehicle chassis. This
ultimately means that as threats change,
no wholesale redesign requiring massive
architectural alterations will be necessary
to adapt the vehicle, just unbolt and bolt on
any old or new systems.”
On the protection front, BRV-O has
built-in layers of “swap in or out” armor
kitting adaptable to any mission scenario.

With sustainability key, AM General
has addressed several contributing
factors, least of which includes BRVO’s compatibility with the proven 6.5
liter engine design in the company’s
trademarked HMMWV propulsion
system but with a 25 percent increase
in fuel efficiency over previous models.
“We are in full control of any future
design or performance changes the
customer might request which allows for
streamlined integration of new parts and
systems with minimal impact to existing
configurations,” Vanslager claimed. “From
a lifecycle perspective, parts obsolescence
is greatly minimized by the fact that
commonality exists with HMMWV system
sustainment, something supported by
established depot-level and mechanical
skills training, reducing logistics footprint
and creating economies of scale for longterm positive investment.”

Lockheed Martin

The Lockheed Martin JLTV prototype.

Lockheed Martin has successfully
completed RAM testing (200,000 miles) for
the JLTV EMD contract. The company says
their JLTV has accomplished every EMD
contract milestone to date.
“Our JLTV offering provides a fully
integrated C4ISR suite that is net-ready and
information-assured,” said Kathryn Hasse,
JLTV program director for Lockheed.
“Extensive systems integration experience
will continue to be applied to JLTV to
ensure readiness as C4ISR architectures
and systems continue to evolve.” Hasse
stressed that the JLTV is “more than just a
truck,” citing “a proven design in all testing
to date; low-risk in terms of being able to
close the iron triangle, and reliable.”

Oshkosh Defense

Oshkosh Defense’s Light Combat Tactical All-Terrain Vehicle (L-ATV).
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The Oshkosh Light Combat Tactical AllTerrain Vehicle (L-ATV) accomplished
every EMD contract milestone to date and
completed 200,000 miles of RAM testing.
“With lean processes, flexible assembly
lines, and rigorous quality checks, we will
deliver our JLTV solution on schedule and
with industry-leading quality,” said Colonel
John Bryant (ret.), senior vice president of
defense programs, Oshkosh Defense. “We
believe that no other light tactical vehicle
platform offers a comparable combination
of proven technology, systems integration,
and manufacturing readiness at an
affordable cost.”
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Ultralight Tactical Mobility

The Prowler is the only Ultra Light Tactical All Terrain
Vehicle (ULTATV) that is built from the ground up to
provide the most powerful, fastest and agile multimission platform of its class in the world. The Prowler’s
purpose-driven design, unmatched material quality,
reliability and structural integrity have made it the
deployment choice for Field Operators Worldwide.

Purpose Built for Extreme Operation

a unit of

w w w. a t v c o r p . c o m

BRV-O

™

AFFORDABLE

RELIABLE

PROVEN

SURVIVABLE

AM General’s Blast-Resistant Vehicle-Off Road (BRV-O™) is ready today and meets
warfighters’ demands for a new Joint Light Tactical Vehicle in a budget-constrained
environment. With combat-proven protection, fuel-efficient performance, and missioncritical payload capacity, BRV-O™ is ready today to serve tomorrow.

www.amgeneral.com

Leadership Perspective

Sustaining the Fleet
Amid Fiscal Retreat
Armor & Mobility magazine had the good fortune to
participate in an informative session with the Honorable
Heidi Shyu, U.S. Army Acquisition Executive, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics,
& Technology (ASA/AL&T), at the 2014 Ground Vehicle
Systems Engineering and Technology Symposium (GVSETS),
held in August in Novi, MI. During the session, Ms. Shyu
outlined the ASA/AL&T strategy for sustaining the Army’s
existing ground vehicle f leet while maximizing resources to
meet requirements for the next generation of future fighting
vehicles.
Ms. Heidi Shyu became Acting ASA/AL&T on 4 June
2011 and was confirmed in that position on 21 September
2012. Ms. Shyu leads the execution of the Army’s acquisition
function and the acquisition management system. Her
responsibilities include providing oversight for the life cycle
management and sustainment of Army weapons systems
and equipment from research and development through
test and evaluation, acquisition, logistics, fielding, and
disposition. Ms. Shyu also oversees the Elimination of
Chemical Weapons Program. In addition, she is responsible
for appointing, managing, and evaluating program executive
officers and managing the Army Acquisition Corps and the
Army Acquisition Workforce.
Prior to serving in the DoD, Ms. Shyu held several
leadership positions at Raytheon at the vice president
and senior director levels. Earlier in her career, she was a
laboratory manager, project manager, and principal engineer
at multiple aerospace companies.
As we say in the ASA/AL&T community, never send our soldiers
into a fair fight. We are still facing significant fiscal challenges
in the face of sequestration. Despite the supplemental funding
provided by Congress at the start of 2014, our budget profile for
beyond 2016 remains a cause of much concern. Since 2011, the last
year of full engagement in Afghanistan, the Army’s research and
development (R&D) and acquisition budget has decreased by nearly
half. We are at great pains to achieve savings wherever possible.
The decrease in budget has negatively impacted all our portfolios,
with ground vehicle systems no exception.
Fiscal challenges have forced us to make difficult trades such
as an option to continue Ground Combat Vehicle (GCV) program
into Engineering, Manufacturing, and Development (EMD) phase
while focusing efforts on modernizing Abrams, Bradley, and
Stryker platforms, each of which has maxed out in terms of size,
weight, and power (SWaP) due to the implementation of additional
survivability solutions. GCV costs would have consumed a
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HON Heidi Shyu

Acquisition Executive
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army
Acquisition, Logistics, & Technology
(ASA/AL&T)
disproportionate amount of the total ground vehicle budget
through FY 18 including planned future fueling costs of over ten
percent of the total fleet. We were forced to choose between GCV
EMD and modernizing our existing fleet by buying back the SWaP
and adding the network connectivity. We chose to implement
modernizations in the near term and focus our scarce resources
on developing the next generation of capabilities for future ground
vehicles through investment in science and technology (S&T).
I’d like to outline our modernization strategy for the ground
vehicle fleet in this fiscally-challenged environment. The base
of our modernization strategy is divestiture through which we
reduce our operations and support costs. The Army’s tactical
wheeled vehicle program will decrease from 290,000 vehicles
in FY 12 to 219,000 by FY 21. To date, we’ve divested more than
27,000 vehicles—including nearly 9,500 vehicles this year, at a
rate of more than 12,000 per year. We’re on track to meet our FY
21 divestment goal of around 12,000 vehicles per year, and are
actually three to four years ahead of schedule, which will help
reduce overhead stocks. The Army’s MRAP divestiture will help
eliminate a large portion of the fleet, especially older, badly worn
excess vehicles.
The next step in [our] strategy is reset and sustainment, which
will enable near-term readiness for contingency operations. As
recent news would indicate, this world continues to be filled with
uncertainty and threats. As we adapt to our new fiscal reality in
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Resetting our worn valuable systems is a must. If the Army is
[ordered into combat] again, we will have to fight with what we have
now, so we have to be prepared and our vehicles have to be ready.
the near term, resetting our worn valuable systems is a must. If the
Army is [ordered into combat] again, we will have to fight with
what we have now, so we have to be prepared and our vehicles have
to be ready.
[Our strategy also calls for] the incremental modification
and modernization of existing systems. With a solid track record
of substantially improving the capabilities of platforms we
have through spiral upgrades, we are focusing our resources on
improving the Abrams, Stryker, and Bradley family of vehicles.
Our able fleet has an average vehicle age of four and a half
years. To ensure future effectiveness, M1A2 Abrams systems
enhancement package version three will improve lethality,
sustainability, mobility, and survivability and will produce a
digital command and control architecture.
The Bradley fleet—average age of five and a half years—
[will] prepare for future needs [as well;] Engineering Change
Proposal (ECP) 1 and 2 will further modernize our fighting
vehicles to ensure operability beyond the 2030 timeframe.
Proposed improvements include core electronic architecture with
digital command and control, enhanced survivability, upgraded
suspension, and modification to increase size, weight, and power
requirements. ECP 1 production is currently underway, with ECP
2 production slated to begin in FY 17.
Our Stryker fleet averages more than seven years for the flat
body vehicle; however, [the] platform with the V-hull modification
has received upgrades and has an average operational age of two
years. ECP upgrades are focusing on power and suspension, as well
as next-generation networking and computing technology. Phase
two of this initiative is currently underway.
The next level of modernization strategy is the new systems
tier, which involves providing resources for investing in the next
generation of ground vehicle capabilities. An example of this is
the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) program, the future of the
DoD’s ground tactical vehicle fleet. It addresses force projection
and capability limitations in the High Mobility Multipurpose
Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) fleet with improved reliability and
mobility over the MRAP ATVs. Milestone C and Low Rate Initial
Production (LRIP) decision is scheduled for July 2015, with downselect to a single contractor for a three-year LRIP and five-year full
rate production.
At the top of the modernization tier is the S&T portion—the
seed for future systems. Since we must provide a preeminent
ground vehicle force, at present, 17 percent of the Army’s S&T
funding is dedicated to ground vehicles, with a $383 million split
between survivability and mobility enhancement research efforts.
Future ground vehicle technology S&T efforts are underway,
[including] the power of data architecture technology in the
development of an open vehicle data power architecture that
ensures data sharing, C4ISR integration, consolidation of
computing resources and power management, and survivability
technology. Design will demonstrate ballistic protection, blast
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mitigation, and advanced material technologies to influence
the next generation of fighting vehicles, to include autonomous
subsystem prototyping. We are absolutely seeking innovation
from academia and industry to engage with us in developing the
next generation of fighting vehicle capabilities essential to fleet
survivability, mobility, reliability, and increased fuel efficiency,
[which are] all necessary to achieve total life cycle sustainability
and platform affordability.
A&M: As the force draws down, will the Army be ready to
reduce crew size through automation?
Ms. Shyu: That’s the piece in terms of advanced technology that
we have to focus on. In terms of robotics being developed today, in
the future we may fight in a much more contested environment.
We may need to rely on something other than GPS if jammed; so
in a much more contested environment, we need to think through
the implications as we design our systems so as not become
obsolete. And that means more automation to help our soldiers
meet the threat.
A&M: How embedded is the Research, Development, and
Engineering Command within the Army’s future fighting
vehicle development strategy?
Ms. Shyu: I’ve asked our R&D folks to think in terms of a 30year plan so we have a long-term plan to spiral upwards. So as
technology goes obsolete, we are prepared to refresh capabilities
well before they need to be. Key to all of that is our industrial base
communication so that maturing S&Ts can and are inserted into
our program of record. Emerging technologies need to be picked
out so that we can determine which we need to invest in for the
long term. Around two years ago, the S&T community began
working very closely with program managers, the PEOs, [the Army
Capabilities Integration Center], and with budget folks, all coming
together to help the Army develop a long-term roadmap by saying
this is the portfolio we are focusing on at an S&T level so that folks
at the R&D level can know ahead [of time] as to what’s most likely
to emerge as a viable technology for growth and investment.
A&M: As budgets decrease and costs increase, how
do you view the organic industrial base versus the
commercial industrial base, and how do you balance
them?
Ms. Shyu: One of the things we look carefully at is the work load
we have and project ahead in terms of the folks beyond the first
tier of capabilities. What we’ve found is that the second and third
tier folks are often essential to first tier development, intertwined
with the evolution of an entire system. For example, with programs
involving multiple system upgrades we try and ensure overall
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Specifically, will the vehicle PM or system PM be
responsible for integrated performance?

Replacing and resetting tens of thousands of Army vehicles is one of Heidi Shyu’s
priorities. Many Humvees, like those pictured above, will be replaced by the new
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle. (Army)

investment from congressional funding pools takes into account
these second and third tier suppliers from capabilities such as
FLIR to vehicle transmission. As costs go up, we’re trying to figure
out the critical enabling skillsets we need to tap from the organic
industrial base and what work load can be shifted to the PEOs
and PM teams so as to best balance the know-how in maximizing
investment for targeted technology development.
A&M: How are you planning to realign the acquisition
structure to support systems of systems integration?
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Ms. Shyu: We are working on an approach where all the programs,
from a requirements perspective, will be viewed in terms of one
system at a time. So what happens is you have all these widgets with
separate requirements, each essential to platform fighting capability.
In situations where you have seven or eight subsystems working
to support a main system, our effort is to extract the commonality
in each piece’s functionality so as to address [the issue] much
[more] holistically in streamlining targeted investment across the
entire system of systems architecture. We’re working to figure out
how best shift from existing programs of record to a strategy that
enables an open interface—a standard plug and play methodology
that does away with stove piping requirements and puts them in a
single format for addressing changes as each program evolves from
technology development to production and fielding.
We’re tackling one operating environment [after] another,
looking at the impact to multiple systems as [an] individual
integrated system of systems so that in the future we can better
understand the effect each subsystem requirement has on system
requirements as a whole, in much the same way multiple sensors
within an array have on a common operating picture. This will
enable proactive decision making in achieving integrated command
and control over the processes that enable platform processes so
critical to our soldier’s battlefield success.
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Mobility Partnership Meeting
The National Advanced Mobility
Consortium (NAMC) is a nationwide
alliance of traditional and nontraditional small businesses, large
defense contractors, academic
institutions, and other research
organizations involved with the
translational research and development
of prototype, ground vehicle, and
robotics systems and technologies.
The NAMC accelerates the
transition of innovative technology into
transformative ground vehicles and
systems in several important ways:
• readily getting projects under
contract;
• enabling technology developers to
better understand warfighter needs;
• a nd empowering government
technical managers to broadly solicit
ideas and concepts from industry and
academia.
The Defense Mobility Enterprise
(DME), a partnership between NAMC
and the the Department of Defense,
sponsored by the Department of the
Army’s Tank Automotive Research,
Development, and Engineering Center
(TARDEC), will hold its inaugural
Collaboration Day on 8-9 October at the
Sterling Banquet Conference Center in
Sterling Heights, MI.
The meeting will focus on
understanding the DoD’s ground vehicle
and robotic systems technical challenges
and requirements for FY 15 and FY
16. The two-day event includes senior
DoD leader perspectives; system and
component technology requirements;
government and industry networking
and poster sessions; and governmentindustry one-on-ones. This is the first
step in a new process for ground systems
technology development emphasizing
openness and collaboration.
In order to participate in this event,
members of U.S. industry and academia
must be members of NAMC.

FutureTech

More info: namconsortium.org

UH-60 Auxiliary Power
Unit Overhaul

AAR Corporation has announced it
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has been selected by the U.S. Army to
upgrade and overhaul auxiliary power
units (APUs) for its UH-60 Black Hawk
helicopters with a five-year contract
valued in excess of $23 million. The work
will be performed at AAR’s Aircraft
Component Services facility in Garden
City on Long Island.
The contract will initially cover
work on 60 APUs from the U.S. Army’s
Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, AL, with
a maximum of 520 APUs over the life of
the contract.
“This award recognizes and builds
on a core competency at AAR,” said
Robert Sopp, AAR Executive Vice
President. “We are honored to provide
this important service to our nation’s
military, and we look forward to
providing these services for APUs on
other military platforms in the near
future.”
AAR also upgrades and overhauls
the jet fuel starter used on F-16 fighter
aircraft. APUs, comparable to jet fuel
starters, are used on commercial and
military aircraft to both power the
aircraft on the ground and to start the
main engines.
More info: aarcorp.com

Army Buys More Pistols

Beretta Defense Technologies announced
the purchase by the U.S. Army of
a quarter million dollars worth of
additional M9 pistols from Beretta
U.S.A. Corporation. The Army acquired
the additional pistols by issuing the sixth
delivery order to date against a contract
for up to 100,000 pistols awarded by the
Army to Beretta U.S.A. in September
2012.
The Beretta M9 is a 9x19mm caliber
pistol adopted by the U.S. Armed Forces
in 1985. The M9, which has been in U.S.
production since 1987, is manufactured
at the Beretta U.S.A. facility located
in Accokeek, MD. To date, Beretta has

delivered over 600,000 M9 pistols, with
18,000 already scheduled for delivery
under the new five-year contract. In
addition to receiving the delivery order
for additional M9 9mm pistols, Beretta
U.S.A. has been fulfilling U.S. military
orders for M9 parts during the past year.
During one test of twelve pistols
fired at Beretta U.S.A. under Army
supervision, Beretta-made M9 pistols
shot 168,000 rounds without a single
malfunction. The average durability of
Beretta M9 slides is over 35,000 rounds,
the point at which U.S. Army testing
ceases.
More info: beretta.com

New IR-capable Weapon
Lights Introduced
SureFire has released two new models
as part of its X-Series family of weapon
lights designed for handguns but also
mountable to long guns with Picatinny
rails. The versatile X300V (pictured) and
X400V IRc feature SureFire’s ingenious
V-Series head, a sealed, selectable head
that contains both a white-light and
infrared LED inside, to accommodate
missions requiring visible and
virtually non-visible (to the naked eye)
illumination. By pushing and rotating a
self-locking selector switch on the head,
a user can switch from white-light to IR
illumination (for use with night vision
devices), with no infrared filter required.
The X400 model boasts an infrared laser.
The X300V generates 150 lumens of
blinding, tactical-level light on its whitelight setting and 120 mW of infrared
illumination when set to IR mode. Light
output from either mode is shaped by
a proprietary optic—a Total Internal
Ref lection (TIR) lens into a highintensity beam with significant reach
and sufficient peripheral illumination
for maintaining situational awareness,
crucial in military, law enforcement, and
home-defense applications.
The X400V IRc generates the same
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high-intensity beam at identical outputs
in white light and infrared as the X300V,
but it also features a commercially
available <0.7 mW infrared laser sight,
suitable for force-on-force training and
ideal for stealth operations using night
vision devices.
These new models are constructed of
lightweight aerospace aluminum that’s
hard anodized with a Mil Spec finish
and are O-ring and gasket sealed for
added durability and weather resistance.
The X300V weighs in at less than four
ounces-including the weight of the two
123A lithium batteries that power it,
while the X400V model is just under five
ounces fully loaded.
More info: surefire.com
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Networked Communications
for Today’s Mobile Army
Today’s military landscape requires an
Army that is more mobile than ever, and
Telephonics’ NetCom fully networked
intercommunications system delivers
traditional intercom system capabilities
along with advanced features, enhancing
warfighter situational awareness and
safety.
NetCom is built using a single LRU
type with highly integrated capabilities,
and offers a low cost, low SWAP
solution, critical in today’s system
designs. Coupled with its high reliability
and low life cycle cost, NetCom presents
a significant value proposition.
NetCom incorporates a digital
gateway that provides tactical edge
networking, connecting vehicles to
battlespace digital networks. Its design
is based on open architecture standards,
enabling simple integration with
vehicle C4I systems as well as vehicle

automotive systems, reducing crew work
load during high intensity operations.
NetCom is fully configurable to support
a wide range of combat and support
vehicles and is programmable to provide
capabilities such as highly intuitive
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). These
GUIs can be configured to provide
mission specific capabilities, including
control of all current force radios.
More info: telephonics.com

Accelerating the development and deployment of new energy solutions for the US military.
This summit delivers the entire defense energy ecosystem,
focusing on the needs and solutions of energy providers,
project financiers, early/growth stage companies, defense
contractors, military installations and purchasing agents.
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SBIR/STTR Fall
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For a 10% registration discount, please use code: 14TACM10
Discount codes do not apply to Active Military/Student fee.
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Full-spectrum

integration
The Nett Warrior program leverages commercial smart devices to
provide an integrated dismounted leader mission command and
situational awareness system for combat operations.
By Jason Regnier, Deputy Product Manager, Nett Warrior

N

amed in honor of Medal of Honor recipient Colonel Robert
Nett, the U.S. Army’s Nett Warrior (NW) program focuses
on the integration and fielding of commercial smart devices
to improve the mission command and situational awareness system,
improving navigation and reducing fratricide via visualization of
enemy and friendly forces.

360-degree Cognizance

One of the main combat purposes of putting computing power on
dismounted leaders is to provide a means for digital, networked
situational awareness and command and control that goes beyond
simple voice over radios. For the first time, we can give all battlefield
leaders a view of the friendly and enemy situation, not just those in a
base or command vehicle.
NW-equipped units will directly enhance the Army’s combat
power in two Army mission essential tasks: increase small unit
combat power and enable commanders to more effectively combine
the elements of combat power and situational understanding to limit
friendly casualties and swiftly end tactical engagements.
The NW will enable a “network collaborative information
environment” at the leader and small unit level and provide leaders
improved situational awareness through the common operating
picture. This will enhance troop leading procedures, tactical problem
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solving, and operational momentum. NW will provide capabilities
to share communications vertically and horizontally, monitor the
movements of small unit combatants, and accurately control organic
and supporting fires.
This improved situational awareness allows dismounted leaders
to make quicker and more accurate decisions in the tactical fight.
This translates into soldiers being at the right place at the right time,
with the right information making them more effective, more lethal,
and more survivable in the execution of their combat mission. They
are able to navigate and close on an objective in the dark with a more
complete understanding of where the blue (friendly) forces are, where
the enemy is known or thought to be, and how to execute the mission.
A form factor that soldiers are familiar with (smartphones and
their operation is kept simple and intuitive like their personal phones)
is an added bonus that increases acceptance. The Army is also looking
at using these same smartphones for artillery and fires application,
machine foreign translation, medical applications, and logistics
functions.
The program is in compliance with the full suite of military
requirements and other security-related regulations and processes.
The main reason NW is compliant is that the smart phones are
unlocked, wiped of all phone and wireless communications
functions, and reloaded with an Army-developed and Army-owned
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Ruggedizing the system must be balanced against lifecycle costs
and the desire to keep pace with the commercial market to leverage
rapidly evolving technology.
set of Android software and applications. The devices are acting as
classified, secure encrypted mini-computers (i.e., no longer as phones).
All communication with the devices is done through secure tactical
encrypted radios (not commercial cell towers or Wi-Fi). Through this
process, the end user devices are secure enough to prevent intercept
and decryption by the enemy and are capable of being remotely erased
and neutralized in the event of capture or theft.
NW went through a successful Milestone C in 2012 and was
authorized to enter Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP). Since that
time, the system has received approval for two more LRIPs covering
fieldings for FY 15 and 16. The program will undergo a Full Rate
Production Decision in spring 2015.
To get NW into the field, Program Executive Office (PEO)
Soldier works hand-in-hand with the Maneuver Center of Excellence,
who are the originators of all soldier equipment requirements. The
NW systems are required to meet the full suite of tactical military

requirements for electromagnetic interference and compatibility,
as well as the full suite of military standard environmental tests for
vibration, salt, sun, temperature, and so on. There are a few exceptions
to the initial requirement such as relief on two meter underwater
immersion, nuclear survivability, and extreme temperature ranges.
However, the Nett Warrior product management office at PEO soldier
is developing special purpose cases for those needs or looking at the
new, commercially available cases that skiers or outdoor enthusiasts
are buying.

Hardening the Capability

Ruggedizing the system must be balanced against lifecycle costs and
the desire to keep pace with the commercial market to leverage rapidly
evolving technology. The Army took a huge step in allowing some
environmental requirements to be relaxed in order to use commercial
smartphones. PEO Soldier doesn’t expect the phones to last as long

Networked Comms for Today’s Mobile Army
Telephonics’ NetCom™ Intercommunications System

NetCom™
With features that include low SWAP, adaptive noise cancellation and embedded caution and warning audio
systems, NetCom offers a clear, reliable communications solution for enhanced situational awareness.
Photo courtesy of DVIDS

38769

Visit us at Exhibit 7337

www.telephonics.com

39406
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as most traditional military equipment;
it is cheaper to replace a system with a
newer phone which will have a faster
processor and added capabilities versus
hardening a device so that it lasts 10 years.
What is surprising to the program
office is how well the unmodified phones
with currently available protective cases
performed in testing and in combat. Of
the 4,000 fielded for testing at Network
Integration Evaluations and in combat
in Operation Enduring Freedom, fewer
than 50 are broken. Reliability has been
designed in as a result of soldier feedback,
and so far is seems to be working.
Currently, the base commanders
and vehicle commanders have the above
capabilities, but not the dismounted
leaders. The primary driver for the
current success has been SWAP-C (size,
weight, power, and cost) reductions.
NW started out under the Land Warrior
program in the late 1990s at a weight
of nearly 40 pounds. It was reduced in
2011 down to just under nine pounds,
but it still took up significant space on a
soldier’s body. Today, NW weighs in at 3.5
pounds. The realization of Moore’s Law
also meant that more computational and
display capability could be delivered to an
individual in a much smaller package.

Looking Forward

NW will help facilitate networked
integration of soldiers with sensors,
weapons and platforms. NW enables
small units and leaders to conduct
mutually supporting operations while
geographically dispersed. NW will
enable small units to engage in a larger
geographic area with greater precision,
speed, and a broader variety of lethal and
non-lethal effects.
In addition to the primary tasks
of mission command and situational
awareness, the Army is looking at using
these same smart phones for artillery
and fires application, machine foreign
translation, medical applications, and
logistics functions. NW currently
supports Army standard supply point
and resupply messages at the platoon
level, with the expectation that interest
and capabilities in the combat logistics
areas to grow.
Leadart: Nett Warrior uses an intuitive interface
on the end-user device, based on a commercialoff-the-shelf smart phone. (Army)
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A soldier checks the location of his fire team during an exercise at Fort Dix, N.J. (Army)
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Program In Brief: Army’s Nett Warrior
The objective of the Nett Warrior (NW) program is to establish digital
communications connectivity among dismounted team leaders and above within
the brigade combat team using government furnished equipment radios and
battle command software common to other users and able to fit in current and
future Army networks. Additionally, for team, squad, and platoon leadership, NW
will provide these key leaders secure voice communications and an interface
to a Rifleman Radio capability which will provide individual soldiers with voice
communications and beaconing of position location information to their leaders.
The primary operational purpose of NW Inc I is to provide dismounted leaders the
ability to:
(a) Send and receive with other NW leaders the location of friendlies.
(b) Send and receive with other NW leaders reports on enemy and civilian status
and locations within the leader’s area of influence.
(c) Send and receive with other NW leaders battle command information, including
orders and graphical control measures.
(d) Visualize the leader’s area of influence by displaying the above.
(e) Securely communicate in order to collaborate and rehearse the execution of
plans and orders.
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First to the Field, Last to Leave
How Program Executive Office Combat Support and Combat Service Support Enables the Joint Force
By Michael D. Clow, Strategic Communication Lead, PEO CS&CSS

T

he Program Executive Office for
Combat Systems and Combat Service
Support (PEO CS&CSS) works every
day to improve capabilities and unburden
America’s soldiers, sailors, airmen, and
Marines, maximizing their ability to
accomplish unique missions. Today’s
warfighters face progressively dynamic,
full-spectrum environments that demand
innovative, flexible, and efficient capability
solutions. The PEO CS&CSS team remains
committed to leading broad lifecycle
management communities to deliver these
solutions before boots reach the battlefield.
Across five project offices and 25 product
offices in four states, PEO CS&CSS directs
and coordinates the life cycle management
of hundreds of Army systems spanning most
of the Army’s transportation, ordnance,
quartermaster, and engineer equipment
portfolios. The team touches nearly every
system commanders need to move soldiers
to the fight, sustain them in place, and
bring them home again. This includes the
Army’s entire tactical wheeled vehicle fleet,
Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP)
vehicles, route clearance, Army watercraft,
construction and materiel handling,
bridging, shelters, mobile power generation,
and other force projection systems.
With such extensive responsibilities
and diverse stakeholders, PEO CS&CSS
consistently engages our four supported U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) Centers of Excellence, the
research and development community,
other services, and commercial and organic
industrial base partners. Working in
partnership, we continue to improve the
joint warfighter’s mobility, survivability,
and lethality, while returning maximum
value to the taxpayer through Better Buying
Power, operational energy innovations, and
strategic modernization planning efforts
that consider larger systems of systems over
a longer term to field improvements and find
savings.
In today’s challenging fiscal
environment, working with users to develop
affordable, stable, and mature program
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requirements while exploring science and
technology advancements linked to program
insertion opportunities will certainly help
maximize soldiers’ capabilities and our
ability to support them. PEO CS&CSS
continues to pursue a number of initiatives
that improve our stakeholder relationships,
program visibility, and acquisition planning.
These include a more comprehensive
approach to fleet management across
our systems, working to gain a better
appreciation and mitigation of industrial
base impacts, and an emphasis on open
communication with all stakeholders to
improve what we provide our end customer:
America’s soldiers.

Moreover, our new Project Manager
for Expeditionary Energy and Sustainment
Systems (PM E2S2) has the DoD-wide
responsibility to standardize generators
and other mobile electric power equipment
with a goal of vastly improving operational
energy efficiencies. This year we added other
contingency basing product lines to the E2S2
team, positioning it to be the DoD leader on
all field basing system solutions. Both the
Joint Program Office for JLTV and PM E2S2
have Marines in key leadership positions,
illustrating the importance of meaningful
integration for program success, of which we
hope to see more in the future.

Emphasis Area: Joint Approach

Our Army is changing. As it grows smaller
we need scalable forces that are leaner, more
capable, and more expeditionary than those
we field today, while retaining overmatch
in any number of environments. If we
expect to provide more combat capability
from a similarly sized or a smaller force,
we must find ways to unburden soldiers
and shrink their footprint in the field. That
means we need sustainment solutions that
make soldiers’ lives easier and require fewer
inputs to deliver the same or greater combat
capability.
The PEO CS&CSS portfolio contains
numerous opportunities to shape the Army
of 2025 in just that way. Reducing fuel and
water demands through standardization
and improvements reduces the demand

Joint acquisition efforts can build
interoperability into the future force while
also realizing cost savings throughout
the life of a program. Our team not only
works with other service counterparts
but integrates them throughout the
requirements, development, and acquisition
processes on numerous programs, searching
for joint—and even coalition—solutions
whenever possible.
For example, the Joint Light Tactical
Vehicle (JLTV) program is an Army-led joint
effort with the Marine Corps set to deliver
a leap-ahead in full-spectrum protected
mobility, re-balancing payload, performance,
and protection in the first vehicle purposebuilt for battlefield network connectivity.

Emphasis Area: Army 2025

Part of the Route Clearance Family of Vehicles, Joint Engineering Rapid Response Vehicles (JERRVs) safely
move engineers and EOD technicians close to threats. (Army)
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Colonel Brian P. Cummings

Executive
Officer Officer
DeputyProgram
Program
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Mr. Scott Davis

Colonel Brian P. Cummings assumed duties as the Deputy
Program Executive Officer for Combat Support & Combat Service
Support (PEO CS&CSS) in January 2014. His responsibilities include
leadership and oversight of a multi-billion dollar annual program
portfolio for tactical vehicles, mobile electric power, contingency
basing, and other support systems/equipment for the US Army and
sister services, as well as foreign Military Sales

Deputy PEO

COL Brian Cummings graduated from Old Dominion
COL Brian Cummings
University in Norfolk, Virginia in 1987 with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Biology. He commissioned a Second Lieutenant (Infantry) in the United States Army upon
graduation through the Reserve Officers Training Corps. He also earned a Master of Science degree in
Science and Technology Commercialization from the University of Texas and a Master of Science
Degree from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
Throughout his career, COL Cummings served in a variety of command and staff positions. He
began his career serving with the 1st Infantry Division from May 1987 to May 1991 as an Infantry rifle
platoon leader, scout platoon leader and rifle company executive officer. From March 1992 to March
1995 he served the 101st Airborne Division as a battalion S4, commanded an Infantry rifle company,
and was selected to command a second time as an Infantry headquarters and headquarters company
commander in an Infantry battalion.

In 1994, COL Cumming joined the Army Acquisition Corps, serving as Executive Officer to the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Combat Developments from March 1996 to Jan 1999 and Assistant TRADOC
System Manager for Soldier from Jan 1999 to June 2001. His program assignments include a tour as
Assistant Product Manager for the Land Warrior program from July 2001 to July 2003 and as the
Deputy Director, Early Test Bed Engineering at the Missile Defense Agency from August 2003 to May
2005. He was selected for command and returned to PEO Soldier to serve as Product Manager
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on supply convoys, limiting soldiers’ exposure to attack. Other
opportunities include driver assistance and vehicle autonomy
technologies, further improvements to water management and
sourcing, ground vehicle efficiencies, and intelligent power
management. Solutions may not save tremendous costs in
production, but their savings down the road and ability to improve
soldier safety promises important gains for tomorrow’s Army. PEO
CS&CSS is intently focused on how to shape these programs of the
future, but also what we might even be able to deliver on tomorrow’s
promise with technologies available today.

Project Management Offices

The Joint Project Management Office for Joint Light Tactical
Vehicles (JPO JLTV) is the Army’s lead for the acquisition of the Joint
Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV). The JLTV Family of Vehicles (FoV)
and companion trailers are central components of the Army and
Marine Corps’ tactical wheeled vehicle modernization strategies,
balancing long-term warfighter needs of protection, performance,
and payload in an affordable and expeditionary platform designed
for global operations. The program is currently in its 33-month
Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase and expects
to reach a Milestone C and Low Rate Initial Production decision
in the fourth quarter of FY 15. In 2013, the Office of the Secretary
of Defense recognized the JLTV team with the prestigious David
Packard Award for Excellence in Acquisition.

NOVEMBER 17–19, 2014
WASHINGTON, D.C.
The only cross-industry event
designed to share practical
commercial applications of
unmanned aerial systems!

Preparing
for the Future
Requirements of UAS
Commercial Integration
in the National Airspace

Supported by Industry Game-Changers, such as:
• Laurie Grindle
UAS-NAS Project Manager
NASA Armstrong Flight
Research Center

• Matthew Hampton
Assistant Inspector General
for Aviation, Department of
Transportation
Ofﬁce of Inspector General

• Curt Smith
Technology Director
BP

• Robert Blair
President and Farmer
Idaho Grain Producers
Association

• Dr. Scott Braun
HS3 Principal Investigator
NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center

• Michael Clemens
Assistant Chief
Montgomery County Fire
& Rescue Service

• Matthew Schroyer
Founder and President
Professional Society of
Drone Journalists

• Chris Dunn
Captain
Ventura County Sheriff’s
Department

www.UAScommercialization.com
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The Project Manager Expeditionary Energy & Sustainment
Systems (PM E2S2) provides integrated expeditionary energy, force
sustainment, and contingency basing support to the joint warfighter
across the full range of military operations. Chartered by the
Department of Defense as the Lead Standardization Activity for all
generators and related equipment, PM E2S2 now also oversees force
sustainment systems like the Force Provider base camp and efforts to
study and improve DoD-wide contingency base camp development
and employment. In 2013, the team’s efforts in Afghanistan saved
77,500 gallons of fuel per month, and PM E2S2 continues to make
strides in designing and deploying increasingly efficient resource
management solutions.
The Project Manager Force Projection (PM FP) oversees all of
the Army’s bridging systems; combat engineer and material handling
equipment; petroleum and water systems; sets, kits, outfits, and tools;
test measurement and diagnostic equipment; and robotics systems.
These systems play essential roles in any number of environments,
from combat to disaster relief and civil support. They also represent
areas ripe for efficiency improvements through equipment
commonality, reduction of fluid distribution requirements, and
simplified technology solutions. PM FP continues to explore
opportunities to upgrade and improve capabilities that enable
movement, maneuver, and sustain activity in all phases of operation.
The Army Project Office MRAP Vehicles (APO MRAP)
serves as the lifecycle manager for the Army’s MRAP and Route
Clearance programs. Beginning in 2007, the MRAP program fielded
roughly 27,000 vehicles from six vendors in numerous variants and
configurations, speeding critical, protected mobility to the field and
saving an untold number of lives. Like the other military services,
the Army recently reviewed its enduring requirements and elected to
retain 8,585 of its newest, most capable MRAPs going forward (5,651
M-ATVs, 2,633 MaxxPro Dashes, and 301 MaxxPro Long Wheelbase
Ambulances).
The Army will repurpose some 2,000 other vehicles for route
clearance missions as the Army continues to reshape and improve
that mission’s capabilities. The Route Clearance FoV includes the
Buffalo, Vehicle Mounted Mine Detection, Panther Medium Mine
Protected Vehicle (MMPV) Type I, RG-31 MMPV Type II, Mine
Clearing Vehicle, Explosive Hazard Pre-detonation (EHP), and the
Joint Engineering Rapid Response Vehicle (JERRV).
The Project Manager Transportation Systems (PM TS) oversees
several Acquisition Category (ACAT) Level 1C programs, including
the entire Heavy Tactical Vehicle and Medium Tactical Vehicle
fleets, along with the iconic High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle (HMMWV) program and Army watercraft systems. Many
of the larger vehicle programs will transition to sustainment in the
near-term, while the project management office continues to seek
potential technology insertion opportunities for the future and
ensuring protected mobility capabilities in accordance with the
Army’s Tactical Wheeled Vehicle strategy. PM TS looks forward to
procuring a new Heavy Dump Truck program, replacing a 40-yearold legacy system, and beginning the Maneuver Support Vessel-Light
(MSV-L) program. PM TS also holds a unique responsibility in its
Product Director for Allied Tactical Vehicles, which continues to
field and manage roughly 60 percent of the Afghan National Security
Forces’ wheeled vehicle fleets, delivering the buses, trucks, and
armored mobility platforms that will enable Afghanistan’s forces to
manage their own security.
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Amphibious

Command

and Control
The Marines Successfully Tests
a New Ship-to-Shore Capability
By Wil Williams, MCTSSA
Public Affairs, MARCORSYSCOM

E

nhancing the commandant’s efforts
to move the Marine Corps back to
its expeditionary amphibious roots,
Marine Corps Systems Command has
successfully tested and started to field a
mobile command and control capability,
known as Networking On-the-Move
(NOTM). Integrated onto the Assault
Amphibious Vehicle (AAV) and two other
Marine Corps platforms—the Humvee
and Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected
All-Terrain Vehicle (MATV), thirty-nine
NOTM systems have been fielded to I
Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), with
two AAV variants going to 3rd Assault
Amphibian Battalion. In addition, eight
Humvee-MATV systems have been fielded
to II MEF, and three more of these systems
are being fielded to III MEF.
The amphibious tactical command
and control capability stands out as
one that neither the Marine Corps nor
Navy had previously possessed. NOTM
is an evolutionary system, based upon
the capabilities of the Mobile Modular
Command and Control systems
successfully employed in Afghanistan since
2009.
“This gives the Marine Corps an
amphibious command and control
enabling capability that we never
had before, particularly a network on
the move, on the water,” said Chris
Wagner, NOTM lead engineer. “Existing
amphibious command and control units
don’t work on-the-move in terms of the
network. This new capability allows them
to keep moving—ship-to-shore. They
do this while still being connected to
the networks and their unmanned aerial
vehicles, getting downlink feeds from
the sky and doing command and control
while going onto shore, and, of course,
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An Assault Amphibious Vehicle configured as a point-of-presence
amphibious vehicle tests the Networking On-the-Move command and
control system afloat at the Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support
Activity, Camp Pendleton, CA. (USMC)

maintaining connectivity to the follow-on
objective.”
NOTM’s robust, over-the-horizon
digital command and control enables
wide-band access to the entire Global
Information Grid. It brings added ability
to view and distribute full-motion
video integrated into tactical vehicular
platforms. With NOTM, maneuvering
units can collaborate, access tactical
database and information resources, and
execute digital orders.
Fielded in a lightweight, modular,
scalable package, NOTM meets Marine
Corps Combat Development and
Integration lines of communication and
urgent statement of need requirements.
The system is connected via wideband
satellite communications and tactical
radio data networks. The NOTM system
gives commanders and staff mobile,
remote access to networks available in rear
combat operations centers (COCs) while at
the halt or on the move.
The NOTM Tactical Entry Point
Modem Kit integrates with unit organic
Very Small Aperture Terminal-Large,

facilitating system interoperability and
ultimately beyond-line-of-sight reach
back to rear COCs and Data Distribution
System-Modular equipment, which
enables access to C2 applications and
services. NOTM uses Joint Tactical
Common Workstation software on its staff
kit clients.
For example, in tests of the new
amphibious capability, mission scenario
data was distributed via secure wireless
local area networks to commanders and
staff aboard an amphibious staff vehicle
from the point-of-presence amphibious
vehicle, or POP-V, which also contains the
wideband-Ku satellite communications
system. The system also allows full-motion
video from UAVs operating over a landing
beach to be pulled down to the POP-V.
The video is then transmitted in real time
to staff amphibious vehicles and network,
allowing everyone to see what’s on the
beach.
“The success of NOTM is going to
allow us to further develop expeditionary
maneuver warfighting capabilities, not
being reliant upon the capabilities that
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A

only exist thus far at the stationary
Combat Operations Center,” said Major
Keith Kovats, NOTM project officer.
“We’re allowing the commanders to push
the fight at a significantly higher tempo.”
All the NOTM-equipped AAV
testing—just as with the Humvee-MATV
systems—was conducted within a realistic,
operational framework. In addition to
testing for shock, vibrations, and pressure
issues arising from transitioning the
vehicle in and out of surf and travelling
extended distances in differing sea states
and terrain surfaces, the AAV testing
included the boarding and disembarking
from the USS Anchorage, an amphibious
transport dock ship.
“We needed to put the AAV into
an operational context,” Kovats said.
“Swimming through the surf, coming
to and going away from the beach,
driving through and operating at the
halt in the training areas at Camp
Pendleton, together with the Anchorage
demonstration, serve to simulate as best as
possible the operational mission profile of
an AAV.”
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fter successful stringent tests
that program experts say well
exceeded initial requirements, the
Marine Corps is fielding its new Enhanced
Combat Helmet (ECH), a protective
helmet consisting of a ballistic protective
shell, pad suspension system, and fourpoint retention system, and product of
Ceradyne, Inc., a subsidiary of 3M. Since
the first quarter of FY 14, thousands of
ECHs are being issued to warfighters
bound for deployment in a program
USMC
managed by Infantry Weapons Systems
at Marine Corps Systems Command
(MARCORSYSCOM). The fielding is in collaboration with the Army, a partnership
that dates from March 2009 when the Corps received an Urgent Statement of
Need for a helmet with enhanced ballistic protection from selected small-arms
ammunition and fragmentation. The Navy joined the program the following year.
MARCORSYSCOM took the lead, with the Army’s input, in conducting ECH
tests driven by the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation’s test protocol
criteria. MARCORSYSCOM is the Department of the Navy’s systems command
for Marine Corps ground weapon and information technology systems. It is
also the Marine Corps commandant’s agent for acquisition and sustainment of
warfighting systems and equipment.
“The ECH had to maintain all other characteristics of the Marines’ lightweight
helmet and Army’s advanced combat helmet,” said Colonel Michael Manning,
Infantry Weapons Systems. “The resulting ECH is a protective helmet consisting
of a ballistic protective shell, pad suspension system, and four-point retention
system.”
The helmet is both compatible and typically worn in conjunction with other
components of infantry combat equipment such as protective body armor,
protective eyewear and prescription glasses, night vision equipment, and a
reversible camouflage helmet cover. “The ECH fully exploits the latest lightweight
material technology—ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene materials—to
provide increased small arms protection that includes common threat rifle rounds
above what is currently provided by the Lightweight Helmet and Advanced
Combat Helmet,” Manning noted. As a testament to real-time testing, in early
August 2014, a soldier was hit wearing an ECH by an AK-47 at close range. He
walked away with a minor concussion.
The ECH meets all requirements detailed in the Statement of Urgent Need
and has passed all Office of the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation
(DOT&E) test protocols; it is the only helmet that has ever done so. “The new
DOT&E protocol taught MARCORSYSCOM many lessons on how to proceed on
helmet production,” Manning said. “The final ECH is also a marked improvement
over current headgear, going above and beyond.”
The Marine Corps began fielding the ECH to I Marine Expeditionary Force
(MEF), II MEF, and III MEF in March 2014 and will be fielded to Marines deploying
or getting ready to deploy. The current requirement of 77,000 ECHs has been
placed on order.

Technology Spotlight

Enhanced Protection

Current fielding requirements for ECH
Marine Corps

77,000

Army

35,000

Navy

2,500

– Christian Sheehy, A&M Editor
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